
Harvia SmartFold bathroom sauna

NOVELTY

Natural well-being.
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Make effective use of the square meters in your bathroom

This is the beginning of a new era of space utilization. Harvia’s new foldable and adaptable bathroom sauna 

SmartFold only uses floor space when it is needed. SmartFold is a real lifecycle sauna, suitable for all users 

during various stages of life. 
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0,75 m2 1,44 m2
Folded Ready for use

There is always use for the saved space

When the sauna is folded, you can easily make an open space in the washroom 

that conforms to the regulations. Compared to a traditional sauna solution, you 

save up to several square meters of space. Constructing a spacious wet room is 

relatively expensive, which is why it may be more economical to utilize the saved 

space in other rooms.

Harvia SmartFold allows you to use the bathroom as an efficient utility room. 

When one half of the floor space required by the sauna can be utilized for other 

purposes, you will have a nice amount of additional space for a drying rack, iron, 

or for changing the soil in your potted plants, for example.

Accessible sauna for all users

The saved space makes the everyday life of a young family easier, and the solution 

also pays attention to accessibility and older users. When the benches are left 

folded up, the sauna can be accessed with a wheelchair, and if climbing to sit on 

the benches of a regular sauna is difficult for you, you can leave the upper bench 

of the SmartFold sauna folded up, and enjoy the heat while sitting on the lower 

bench. 

The heater, designed specifically for this sauna, provides heat from top to bottom. 

The heater’s output is 3.6 kW (230 V 1N˜), and you can plug it into the bathroom’s 

grounded power outlet, also giving flexibility to the electrical design. SmartFold is 

energy efficient: thanks to the moderate heater output and volume, as well as the 

effective insulation, you can save up to 40 % in electricity consumption, compared 

to a traditional sauna solution. The safety equipment ensures that the heater only 

switches on when the sauna is unfolded. Using the folding mechanism is easy, 

and SmartFold looks stylish, even when it is folded.
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1200

1200

Bathroom wall
Moisture insulation + 
surface material/tiles
Ventilation gap
Sauna frame element, 
insulating, 30 mm
Wood panelling element
Panelling ventilation gap, 
9 mm
Water guard

Cross-section of the structure

Waterproof structure 
without thermal bridges

Air-tight vapour barrier

Hinges

Seamless 
waterproofing

The heater is connected 
to a grounded outlet in 
the bathroom

! Info corner
Quick to install
The bathroom sauna consists of distinct elements, which is why it 

can be installed in a quick and cost-effective manner. The bathroom 

sauna is always delivered as a package that is ready for installation. 

There is no need for troublesome electrical work – the sauna ob-

tains the electricity it requires from the grounded 16A power outlet 

in the bathroom. Its electricity consumption is roughly the same as 

that of a washing machine. Bathroom saunas are being installed 

in new buildings more and more often. The advantages of this are 

obvious: the builder saves space, time, and money. 

Finnish quality
All Harvia bathroom saunas are manufactured at Harvia’s sauna 

factory in Muurame, central Finland. Only tried and tested materials 

of high quality are used in the production. All saunas are inspected 

before delivery. In addition to an extensive range of basic products, 

Harvia also provides customized solutions.

Designed specifically for humid and enclosed spaces

•	 High quality, resistant materials: the wall elements of the 

bathroom sauna utilize a water, humidity and thermal 

insulated panel. The frame structure is made of aluminum and 

stainless steel.

•	 The walls are suitable for use as a shower screen.

•	 A supported unit with a separate structure: does not require 

alterations to the ventilation system.

•	 Small size: can even be installed in the space reserved for a 

bathtub.

•	 The frame does not utilize wood elements which would sooner 

or later cause problems in humid spaces.

•	 The structure will withstand bathroom conditions – based on 

over 25 years of experience.

•	 Installation of a Harvia bathroom sauna will increase the value 

of your house.

1200 mm
1200 m

m

Local dealer:

Natural well-being.

Contact information: 
Harvia Ltd., P.O. Box 12, FI-40951 Muurame, FINLAND
Tel. +358 207 464 000, Fax +358 207 464 090
harvia@harvia.fi, www.harviasauna.com


